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Water
Efficiency
without
Compromise

With today’s low-water landscape
solutions, water efficiency is an added
benefit to rich, diverse design.

ABOVE: An outdoor living area designed by Hershberger Design at
private residence in Teton County sits atop native grasses.
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Though low-water landscape
design is, as the name implies,
water-efficient, James Gillespie
and Karen Sherrerd of Native
Landscapes in Ketchum, Idaho,
are quick to highlight the diversity
and color of the gardens and
properties in their portfolio. “These
are beautiful landscapes. The fact
that they’re so water-efficient is a
huge plus,” explains Gillespie, the
firm’s managing partner.
On one extreme, Gillespie and
Sherrerd have clients looking for
design that requires no to very
little water and maintenance
once it’s established. But more
people want a landscape that
falls somewhere in the middle,

between a zero-water (also
known as xeriscape) approach
and a conventional water-heavy
approach. These customers are
looking to significantly reduce
their water use, but also enjoy
color, variety, and great design.
Gillespie explains how
landscape design firms are
meeting this demand. “We
specialize in what makes sense
for you, the client—how you
emotionally want to feel when you
come home,” he says. Even though
a landscape may use much less
water than a conventional garden
and property, the same priorities
still drive design, but within a
low-water spectrum. “How your
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The goal, Hershberger
says, is, “Wherever

possible, let
natural, healthy
low-water-use
native areas
remain exactly
as Mother Nature
created them.” To

home works for you, aesthetically
and functionally, still drives
everything,” Gillespie explains.
Sherrerd, lead landscape
architect at Native Landscapes,
adds that water-efficient design is
so attainable that it might be the
least visually notable feature of a
garden. “The low-water aspect is
so readily achieved in conjunction
with aesthetic goals,” she says,
“that a property doesn’t have to
stand out as obviously a low-water
landscape.”
Bonny Hershberger, an owner of
landscape design firm Hershberger
Design in Jackson Hole, Wyoming,
also finds that clients tend to
look for attractive design that
also lands within the waterefficient spectrum. “Clients

want a beautiful
landscape that
is compatible
with and
complementary

to the character
of our unique
surroundings,” she
explains.
The Elements
of a Low-Water
Landscape

For low-water landscape
design to succeed, two basic
elements need to work together:
an efficient irrigation system and
the right plant selection to thrive
in low-water conditions—namely,
plants native to the area. “Native
landscapes won’t thrive or look
great with conventional water,
which delivers too much water for
these species,” Sherrerd explains.
“And conventional planting won’t
thrive with low water.”
A truly native landscape involves
using the right plants for the
location in question. The area’s
natural vegetation is likely the

best indicator of what will grow
and thrive on a particular site,
and therefore a great resource.
Sherrerd explains that plants can
be custom-grown from seed that is
collected on or near the worksite.
While the above formula for
choosing local plants is fairly
simple, implementation calls for
specific knowledge of how to work
with these native species. Seeding
rate, for example, is critical.
Landscape architects and their
teams must seed just the right
amount and be particularly careful
not to over-seed, as spacing affects
plant health and appearance. They
must also understand relationships
between different species of plants
in a landscape (what will grow well
together and what won’t) as well as
the type of soil best suited to the
plants. Native plants don’t do well
in rich garden soil, for example.
Hershberger says that limiting
manicured lawns and using native
grasses and perennials are clear
steps toward water efficiency. She
adds that using native meadow sod
can help reduce water dependence,
and other maintenance, once plants
are established.

that end, she cautions against
mixing plants with very different
water needs, so that no species
in one area is getting too much
or too little water. Hershberger
adds that efficient irrigation is
a key element to appropriate,
conscious watering. For
example, she explains, “Use

drip irrigation
for trees and
shrubs to put
water directly
where needed
so it is not lost
to evaporation
or runoff. Spray
heads should be
selected for low
spray angle and
droplets, not
mist.”

ABOVE (clockwise from left): Low-water
landscaping doesn’t mean low-impact. The
walkway to this Ketchum, Idaho, home offers
ample color and texture; the Teton County
Library low-water landscaping is eye-catching;
landscape designers utilize natural elements
for sculptural effect and functional drainage.
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The Versatility of
Low-Water Design

One of the great assets of
low-water design is that there is
no typical look, style, or formula.
From a visual perspective, these
designs are, above all, versatile.
Styles and approaches can be
developed to best suit the setting,
the architecture of the home, and
the clients’ wishes. They can be
more structured or more organized
or less highly designed and be
planned to suit traditional or
contemporary architecture.
Sherrerd says that the client
really determines the end product.
“We listen very carefully to what
people ask for,” she explains,
adding that they then build on
those concepts. “We may reveal
potential options or new twists on
an idea and show more than they
imagined.”
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A Case for Less
(Water) Is More

Though terms like low-water
and water-efficient might provoke
images of dry, austere, and
largely brown landscapes, the real
potential of water-savvy design is
quite the opposite. By working in
partnership with native plants and
resources, rather than introducing
new species with greater water
needs than the immediate
environment supports, the
potential is huge for lush, thriving,
and diverse design.
“It’s what’s added for the client,
not what’s lost,” says Sherrerd of
low-water landscape design.
In fact, Hershberger explains
that even clients who don’t
initially prioritize water efficiency
are quickly swayed when they
understand the cosmetic potential.

“We take every
opportunity to
show them that
they can have
the beautiful
landscape they

want while
conserving
water,” she says.
“Once they see
how that can
be achieved, it’s
hook, line, and
sinker.” BL

ABOVE: Tufted Hair Grass adds texture to a
home in Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Design by
Hershberger Design.
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